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Abstract
The main purpose of producing this application is to provide a news aggregator application which is providing user interface which is different from existing news aggregator application in Indonesia, implementing gamification, and capability of analyzing text and URL. This application is also designed properly based on Shneiderman's Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design and UIX kit which is designed by professional. Besides, this application will have several basic functions of current news aggregator applications that have been researched and there are features that have not been implemented in news aggregator application and upgrades such as URL and text analyzer, real time notification, enhanced user profile page, and gamification integration. Furthermore, there is also a result of the usability survey using SUS questionnaire including the several samples of the survey.

Index Terms -- Cordova Phone Gap, Fake News Analyzer, Hybrid Programming, News Aggregator, UIX

INTRODUCTION
Within the current technological era, the internet is giving massive changes in processing, saving, and distributing information among the residents of Indonesia [1]. The internet is designed to support freedom of speech for each human, so creating websites, blogs, and social media are no longer considered difficult. Through certain tools that were mentioned earlier, writing an article or comment that contains positive and negative sentiments is very accessible. According to Hartono, there are certain impacts of information technology, such as [1]:

- Trans border data flow
  0 The stability of economic, security, sovereignty, and culture of the country could be threatened.
- Data Protection and Policy Issues
  0 Abused and exploited data for the sake of propaganda.
- Copyright
  0 The evolution of information technology may lead to the escalation of reproducing information.

Those impacts that are caused by technology may worsen if there are false news or most commonly called hoax. According to Cambridge Dictionary, hoax is “a plan to deceive someone, such as telling the police there is a bomb somewhere when there is not one, or a trick” [2]. The word hoax itself is coming from a word ‘hocus’ from a mantra ‘hocus pocus’ which is usually used by a magician to bring some sort of change magically. According to Lipton’s [3], the first hoax that was published and recorded in a book named Museum of Hoax is Isaac Bickerstaff alias Jonathan Swift’s almanac in 1709. The content of that news was telling that an astrology named “John Partridge”, this hoax was intended to embarrass his in public. As the result, Partridge stopped creating astrology almanac up to six years. As the time passed, there are a lot of hoaxes spread, even a lot of books contain list of hoaxes are made. On December 2016, a gentleman named Simeon Yates who is Director Institute of Cultural Capital at the University of Liverpool created an article discussing the spread of hoax entitled ‘Fake news’ – why people believe it and what can be done to counter it. Inside that article, he mentioned that hoax is spread via a medium where social media is one of it. Moreover, the user of social media has an internet usage pattern where they tend to interact with people with same interest. This habit reflects daily ‘offline’ bubbles where we agree with people that have the same thought. Besides, in the group of people there would be someone respected as the leader and mostly leader’s opinion is trusted by other, although it can be a misinformation.

Before 2017, the movement that has been done by the government of Indonesia was developing Trust+, it is used to prevent and decrease the websites that are spreading negative content such as pornography, spreading hate, SARA, and provocation. Basically, Trust+ is network architecture that has a function to filter all the websites that could be accessed by Indonesian. Kominfo as the representative of Indonesia’s government that has the job to filter those websites. Nevertheless, the servers Trust+ itself does not act as Single Gateway for all internet connection in Indonesia, the function of those servers are handling, monitoring, and profiling of all websites. Then, if the website is considered having a possibility of compromising illicit content, the website would be registered inside Trust+ blacklist. Eventually, all the internet service providers need to use the Trust+ database as their filter. Though, this architecture has not filtered the website that is containing false fallacy have not been handled by these systems. [4]

In the beginning of January 2017, according to Jakarta Globe [5], there was an anti-hoax campaign has been done in Jakarta during the car free day, this campaign has been started by one of the organization and supported by Communications and Information Technology. Moreover, the campaign has been continued by another city such as Solo and Surabaya. Currently, there has not been an exact solution toward hoax in Indonesia. Author’s team intend to develop an algorithm that may give a solution toward the hoax. Those facts become the motivation for author’s team to invent the algorithm that could detect the credibility and the content itself especially article that is using Indonesian as the main language. Then, the algorithm would be implemented in the system that is integrated with the news aggregator application that is going the developed. Though, the main reason for author’s team in creating and developing the idea is a fake news or hoax is potentially disrupting national security.

This research aims to design and develop an application that provides reliable contents and encourage users to fight against
hoax by reporting news that they read and find if there is something distrustful and suspicious toward the article. The encouragement would be embodied using gamification system that is being implemented inside the mobile application. Moreover, user is being able to analyze an article or an URL that they think is suspicious using the application that is being supported by an Artificial Intelligence.

A. Aims
- Design and develop application based on Shneiderman’s Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design.
- Elicit data to support user preference in terms of color combination.
- Validate the user interface experience from UIX professional.

B. Benefits
1) User:
   - Mobile app friendly application.
   - Be able to analyze URL and text, then receive the possibility result of them being a hoax.
   - Enhance knowledge toward UI design of news aggregator application
   - Give an insight about how author applies gamification toward news aggregator application.
2) Another researcher:
   - Introduce cross platform development concepts in the education field.
   - Present how gamification could be applied in news aggregator application.
3) Education:
   - Deep understanding of Shneiderman’s Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design.
   - Deep understanding of prototype development methodology as part of software development methodology.
   - Understanding how to develop a storyboard, mockup, and application testing.

C. Application Flow
a) Mobile Application
The application will be built using cordova as the development framework by using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS, it also responsible for providing mobile platform operating system such as android, ios, and windows. It also provides various device APIs, for example; camera, connection, geolocation, etc. Each page or section in this application will be developed using handlebars.js which is a templating framework that is able to compile all the pages along with the JavaScript file for each page. The communication between application and server will conduct through ajax to call the APIs. Then, for several data such as user info and user’s activity will be saved in user’s device.

b) Web Application
The Web Application will be able to be accessed once a user shares a link of news that is generated from mobile application. So, the article inside the web cannot be reached directly.

RESEARCH METHOD
A. Survey
This is survey is conducted to observe people preference toward the news aggregator application that is going to be developed. The content of survey consists of user’s color preference toward specific case, user's habit, and user demographic. The total respondents of this survey are exactly one hundred. Hereby, the author attaches the result of the survey including the questions.

Question 1: What is your gender?

Figure 1. Question 1 Diagram

Question 2: What color do you think to interpret trustworthiness?

Figure 2. Question 2 Diagram

Question 3: What color do you think to interpret justice?

Figure 3. Question 3 Diagram

Question 4: What color do you think to interpret neutrality?

Figure 4. Question 4 Diagram
Question 5: How old are you?

Figure 5. Question 5 Diagram

Question 6: What kind of gadget do you use mostly in daily basis?

Figure 6. Question 6 Diagram

Question 7: Which platform do you like to use to read an article or news?

Figure 7. Question 7 Diagram

Question 8: Do you like to link or login using your social media to other application?

Figure 8. Question 8 Diagram

Question 9: Have you ever been offered to have personalization while using other portal news or news aggregator application?

Figure 9. Question 9 Diagram

Question 10: Have you ever been offered to have gamification while using other portal news or news aggregator application?

Figure 10. Question 10 Diagram

B. Content Analysis on Existing Applications

Hereby, I provide the result of my research which is commenced from early February until middle of March toward the five news aggregator application that gets the news by crawling from other sources, there are:

- BABE
- BACA
- MATA
- KURIO
- SCOOP

AUTHOR'S APPLICATION FEATURES

A. Mobile Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Features</th>
<th>New Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Login &amp; registration using social media</td>
<td>Providing text &amp; URL analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying news article</td>
<td>Enhancing user profile page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user's comment history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>user title and level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching news article</td>
<td>Integrate Gamification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing user profile page</td>
<td>Providing in app-notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing user configuration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Web Application

- User will able to access an exact news from a link which they can get from shareable link generated by the mobile application.
- One Page contains information toward the project and link to download the application.

RESULT

A. Mobile Application

In Fig. 11, the diagram shows a condition where user has been signed in into the application, however Fig. 11 do not contains all the screens because of the page capability. Firstly, user will have five accessible screens through bottom navigation bar in the home screen, then user is able to analyze and search news through "top stories" screen and "for you" screen. If the user access "categories" screen, they will be able to choose one of them, get the news based on selected categories. There is also a notifications screen which is able to give a real-time notification if user’s comment has been replied, user’s comment has been liked, user’s experience point, and lastly user’s achievement. Next, there is an article details screen which displays the details of selected news including all the comments of chosen news. Besides, there are several features that are accessible features within in this page, there are application personalization, leaving comment, liking news, and sharing news. And the last one is my profile screen where there are three tabs to display user comment’s history, achievements, and liked news. Besides, user is able to access setting page through my profile screen.

In Fig.12, the diagram shows the flow of user when the first use of the application, at first user will see the login screen, user may log in using the registered email or using their Facebook account. Unless, user need to click "sign up" text and follow the step until the end. However, user does not necessary need to log in to the application although certain features will be disabled if they do not log in.

B. Web Application

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 are the examples of the pages when the shared link from the application is opened using mobile and desktop browser. This website supports mobile and desktop views which is called responsive website and of course the user interface design is similar to the article details screen in mobile application, so user does not need any learning time to be used with this website. Once, the mobile application is signed and launched to the Google Play Store, the website has supported the link to the store.
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show other functionality of the website, where user is able to access other top stories. However, if the user eager to try other functionality they need to download the application.

**PLAY TESTING & SURVEY**

The purpose of having the play testing and survey is to find out end user feedback toward the mobile and web application.

---

**A. Result**

Those diagrams are representing result of the survey, there are 24 males which is 80% of the respondents are male and the rest of it is female. Then, 93% of the respondents are teenagers within 16-24 years old. And the last one is according the SUS methodology for grading the usability of application, the survey gives a result that there are 60% of “A” grade, 36.7% of “B” grade, and 3.3% of “C” grade. The detail of the survey responds may be seen in appendix.

**B. Conclusion**

According to the results given, as a beta application, this application is resulting positive responds from the user because there are more than 50% respondents that are giving “A” grade. However, there are several comments that are given for the application improvement, those feedbacks will be compiled and written in 5th iteration.

**CONCLUSION**

This application is being propose as an application where user is able to retrieve filtered news, analyze news, and application personalization. Moreover, the gamification part where it is invented to attract user’s enthusiast is successfully integrated. Based on the play testing and survey, all the functions which are mentioned in chapter four are integrated well and there are successfully connected with the backend functions. Moreover, the user interface has been successfully built according to the color theory and the first survey about color preferences. The design itself has been fulfill the requirement of Shneiderman’s Eight Golden Rules. This application also has been successfully built using hybrid programming method and the design itself is clearly not similar to existing others news aggregator in Indonesia.
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